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Style Profile
Rise to the occasion with men's fashion expert David Yarbrough
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The power of positive pink-ing

Breast-cancer awareness got off to a high-profile start over the weekend, most notably with the NFL’s “A Crucial
Catch” campaign throughout October.

On the field at Reliant Stadium on Sunday, there was enough pink to go around between the
Texans and Steelers — on shoes, towels, gloves, sweatbands, caps, and pink ribbon insignias on
helmets. Many fans followed suit, especially the men who wore pink ribbons and waved pink
towels (partly in response to those yellow “Terrible Towels” carried by Steelers fans). Judging
from the highlights of other NFL games, the pink theme is literally “in play” throughout the league.

Off the field, there’s an arm’s-length approach to how much pink (if any) should be in a man’s
wardrobe. That, of course, depends on individual preference. There remains a reluctance among to embrace pink
without the notion of compromising masculinity, but that’s changing.

Among the NFL players, pink is used as an accent color with their uniforms.
Similarly, introducing pink to a conservative suit can be done easily through
pocket squares, ties and shirts. With the “power colors” of navy and charcoal,
pink is an option (along with light blue, tan and white) that contrasts well with
dark colors.

At Q Custom Clothier‘s River Oaks store on Monday, a couple of body forms
that incorporated pink caught my attention while window shopping. Inside, with the assistance of Q’s Raj Ratan and
Ryan Chua, I was able to assemble combinations using a varying amounts of pink, while maintaining an authoritative
look. Q’s displays were part of its preparation for hosting an event benefiting Susan G. Komen for the Cure (Tuesday,
Oct. 4 at 6pm), so I figured that I was in knowledgeable hands when it came to getting dressed for events relating to
Breast Cancer Awareness month.

Finding the right balance is a guiding principle in looking your best at the office. Pink isn’t a total stranger to menswear;
it is often regarded as a casual color. Combined with darker colors, pink presents opportunities for interesting looks
during the month of October and beyond.
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